
Pittsburgh Shade Tree Commission 

November 18th 2020 

Minutes 

 

 

 

 

Jamil motioned to approve October’s minutes with noted corrections: 

      Rebecca K, Emily M, and Derrick B was not in attendance. Jayme Holloway name was misspelled and 

under #9 clarification on Presentation. 

Kristin Second the motion 

 

 

Equitable Tree Investment Plan Review- Jamil B. feels the document is ready to move forward after Matt E. 

adds a few technical corrections and we make the form more formal. Mardi gave the commission a brief 

summery on the goals of the ETIP’s program and what the commission hopes to accomplish.  

A discussion took place on sentence structure and the technicality of words used, specifically low income vs. 

low canopy. Mike Kelley suggested replacing the language with “Uneven distribution of Urban Resources.” 

Other notes for phase 1 included emphasizing maintenance needs in the community. A lengthy discussion took 

place on the Forestry resources and how the can be used in identified low-income neighborhoods. 

Under Phase 2 we should add maintenance under 1st bullet, and overall the word canopy should to be replaced 

with planting. We also need to develop campaign support for tree plantings. It was suggested that we should 

recommend adding staffing requirements before presenting to the Mayor. Kara S. suggested coordinating the 

ETIP plan with the Mayors Comprehensive plans with Forge PGH and Neighborhood planning. 

Under Phase 4 expand investment program to additional neighborhoods. Evaluate, expand, and incorporate 

lessons learned and best practices to expand the program.  Mardi asked if the whole document should be present 

or just a portion. It was decided to present the first 2 pages to the Mayor. Rebecca feels having a list of data to 

present that aliens with the information that will be presented to the Mayor’s office. A discussion took place 

regarding what information should be included in the Mayors presentation. The commission is hoping to get in 

front of the mayor before years end.   

 

Members in Attendance 

X Matthew Erb X Jayme Holloway X Lisa Ceoffe X Jamil Bey 

X Emily Mitchell X Martha Isler - Chair X Rebecca Kiernan X Brian Wolyniak 

X James J. Stitt  Mary H. Savage X Jim Barry X Kristen Spirl 

X Alicia Carberry X Andrea Ketzel X Guest: Derrick Buckner X Guest: Yiwei Li 

X 
Guest: Michael 

Kelley 
X Guest: Rose Wise  Guest: Brain Wolyniak X Raqueeb Bay 

X 
Guest: Christine 

Brill 
X Thomas Hamilton  Guest: Kara Smith  

Guest: Anne 

Elizabeth Hong 



2021 Priorities- Due to the new legal constraints Tree Pittsburgh asked will be put on hold. The city is working 

on a prescribed contract list that will address the commissions’ specific needs and send it out to bid. Tree 

Pittsburgh will then have an opportunity to bid on the work.    

We still need to revise Priority 1. The language needs tweaked before presenting to council.  

Continued support for the Utility Arborist position.  

The Office of Sustainability is hoping to get a grant to help fund the Electric Bucket Truck for the Forestry 

Division.  

James S. asked if the amount of support for the pamphlets generic or specific. The amount is generic.  

Jayme Holloway motioned to approve the 2021 priorities as amended.  James S. seconded the motion. Alicia C 

and Matt Erb abstained. Motion Carried. 

 

Mike K. updated the commission on Forestry operations  in Lisa absence.  

Forestry is currently working on finishing storm damage from this week’s past storms. Tree planting season is 

ending.  Mike and Lisa are drafting utility procedures for underline and over line utilities. Forestry is about 60% 

complete intergrading our permit and volunteer application into Computronixs.  

 

Matt updated the commission on Tree Pittsburgh operations- Tree Pittsburgh is still doing plantings without 

Volunteers. Hosted a tree planting at the Eliza Furnace trail with the Mayor. The Final Tree tender course on 

December.  

 

Department and Authorities update- Working on adding sequestration measurements to Greenhouse gas 

investor 

Emily M.  reported that there are no new tree related projects in the URA due to budget constraints. 

Andrea K. reported that 40 trees went in to Wightman park!  

1000 trees were added to park reforestation projects in the Capital Budget!  

2021 Year to date and Handbook-  we hope to use 2020 YTD report to highlight work forestry and other 

parties completed.  

The handbook is near its final draft. The question was asked” How should we adopt it? Should it be as is in its 

current state or should we updated it? Should values be added? 

 

Heritage tree program- The commission needs to distinguish what a Heritage tree is. Possibly have a work-

study program.  Then we would need to come up with “Specifics.”  

New Business -  Martha Isler announced today would be her last meeting in the PSTC.. She has been chair for 

over a decade and is ready to retire. She will be stepping down from all of the committees and commission that 

she currently sits on.  Mardi announced the commission would need to vote for a new chair (2 year term) 

beginning January 1st 2021. Alicia C. nominated Kristin Spirl to be the new Chair of the PSTC. Jamil Second 

the motion. Motion carried. Kristin Spirl is the Chair of the PSTC. 

 



Announcements-  

Emily Mitchell announced that today will also be her last PSTC meeting. She is leaving the URA on December 

4th and assured she will make a good recommendation to replace her spot on the commission.  

Matt E proposed a motion for up to $1000 to plant a tree for Martha Isler for her long dedication and service as 

the Commission’s chair. Kristin S. second the motion. Motion carried.  

 

Jamil B. motioned to adjourn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


